Abstract-Binary linear codes that are proper for error detection are known for many combinations of and . For the remaining combinations, existence of proper codes is conjectured. In this paper, a particular class of codes is studied in detail. In particular, it is shown that these codes are proper for many combinations of and which were previously unsettled.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N this paper, we study binary linear codes (codes of length and dimension ) used for error detection on the binary symmetric channel. A comprehensive introduction to the field is given in [1] . The basic definitions are given in Section II. A main quantity is the probability of undetected error of a code. If the probability of undetected error is an increasing function on the interval , the code is known as proper for error detection.
It is believed that proper codes exist for all lengths and dimensions . However, this has been shown only for some cases. In particular, proper codes are known to exist for any given when is sufficiently large. The best known result in this direction was given by Kløve and Yari [2] who showed that proper codes exist for (1) In this paper, we study a particular class of codes where . One of our results is that these codes are proper for many values of and where the existence of proper codes was previously unknown. In particular, we improve the bound (1) .
We first consider in the range . The Hamming bound proves that the dual of an code in this case has minimum distance at most 3. Moreover, an code with minimum distance 3 can be obtained by shortening the Hamming code. If two codes are equivalent, then it may happen that the corresponding (repeatedly) punctured codes are not equivalent. Let be some matrix having as columns all possible nonzero vectors of length . The code generated by is the simplex code , and the code having as parity check matrix is the well-known Hamming code. Note that the order of the columns is not specified; all the equivalent codes are named Hamming codes. However, when we want to puncture the code, the order is very important.
We remind the reader that puncturing a code is equivalent to shortening the dual code. Davydov et al. [3] determined an ordering of the columns in such that any of the corresponding (repeatedly) shortened codes contains a minimal number of codewords of weight three; the shortened codes are obtained by removing columns from to get a matrix and use this matrix as the parity check matrix for the code. They showed that a possible choice of is to have as columns the vectors that are the binary representation of the numbers from down to . For example (2) We let denote the code generated by . For our investigation, we will consider codes that are equivalent (but not equal) to these codes; we will denote them by . A main reason for considering rather than is that the determination of the weight distribution is easier for . In this paper, we investigate the performance of the codes when they are used for error detection. We compute their weight distribution that, in turn, permits us to calculate the undetected error probability . However, when the code length is large , the polynomial expressing may be difficult to evaluate, even when the weight distribution is known. For this reason, in the general case, we also find bounds on the length and dimension such that a necessary condition for codes to be satisfactory does not hold, using a method similar to the one proposed in [4] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give some preliminaries on error detection; in Section III, we describe the construction of and show that and are equivalent; in Section IV, we determine the weight distribution of ; in Section V, we study the undetected error probability of and its dual code; in Section VI, we give an asymptotic analysis; in Section VII, we give a generalization of the construction to lengths ; finally, in Section VIII, we summarize our results.
II. ERROR DETECTION
We start by defining , the undetected error probability for an code when used on the binary symmetric channel with error probability (3) where is the number of codewords having Hamming weight , see e.g., [ 
We let denote the code generated by . We see that is the first-order Reed-Muller code and is the simplex code. Both of these codes are known to be proper (and this is easy to show). The Hamming code is . The code having as parity check matrix is a shortened Hamming code which we denote by . We note that . In the rest of this paper (except Section VII) we will assume that .
Theorem 1:
The codes and are equivalent. Proof: We first illustrate by the example and , that is, the matrices (5) and (2) . Adding the second row in (5) to the third and forth rows, we get (6) This is an alternative generator matrix for . The last three columns are the same in (6) and (2) , and the first eight columns of (6) are a permutation of the first eight columns in (2 
IV. WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF
The main question we consider is: for which and is proper for error detection? We will also in some cases consider the simpler question: for which and is satisfactory for error detection?
We note that this is equivalent to the question: for which and is satisfactory for error detection? The reason is the following known lemma. To determine the probability of undetected error for , we have to determine its weight distribution. This is done in this section. We break the argument down into a number of lemmas.
We first give some further notations. We observe that the matrix has length For a given , let be determined by . This proves a). Let . We note that in the set of positions of a double block in row in for , the elements of any previous row are all zero or all one. Therefore, the weight of these positions in any sum of row and a combination of previous rows is . It remains to consider the contribution to the weight from the last positions [where is defined by (13)].
Case I)
: In this case, all the last elements of row are zeros. Any previous row has all zeros or all ones in these positions, and so the weight of the elements in these positions in any sum is either 0 or . Hence, the weight of the sum is either or , where is given by (11). Moreover, row has all ones in the last positions. Hence, half of the sums has weight and the other half has weight .
Case II) :
In this case, all the last elements of row are zeros followed by ones. The weight of the last elements in a sum is, therefore, or . Hence, the weight of a sum is or , where now is given by (12). As done previously, considering sums containing row , we can see that the multiplicities of these two weights are the same. This proves c).
Finally, consider row . Any previous row has all zeros in the last positions. Hence, the weight of any sum involving row and previous rows is . This proves b).
We next give an alternative expression for . (3), (4), and Lemma 4, we get the following theorems. Before we give a main general result, we quote two lemmas from [1] . Based on the previous theorems, we have found a set of values of for which is proper and, hence, satisfactory. For other values of , the existence of real roots of in must be checked. However, for large values of and , it may be difficult to numerically compute the polynomial's real roots, or even just to determine the existence of real roots (e.g., using Sturm's chain). On the other hand, in many cases, we can decide that the code (and hence ) is not satisfactory (i.e., ugly) by showing that for some value of . How should the value of be chosen? There is no theory that can give an exact answer to this question. However, it is known that if the minimum distance of the code is , then is often the dominating term of , except for large . This is well illustrated by the example of given in Fig. 1 . Since has its maximum for , a good choice for may be . This gives the following sufficient condition for to be ugly:
where is the binary entropy function. We can reformulate this to the following well-known sufficient condition for a code to be ugly (see e.g., [ 
To analyze further, we first give some relations for . Hence, if were an integer, then the exact powers of 2 dividing the two sides of (30) would be the same. We will show that this is not the case.
The exact power of 2 dividing is
The exact power of 2 dividing is We see that we get a code for each . Also, given , the values of and are uniquely determined by (39).
From its definition, we immediately get the following lemma.
Lemma 16:
a) The weight of the first row of is larger than the weight of the first row of . b) For any other nonzero codeword in , the weight is larger than the weight of the corresponding codeword in . In particular, we see that
1) The minimum distance of is larger than the minimum distance of . 2) For a nonzero codeword of of weight , either or there is a unique other codeword in the code of weight . This last property was used to prove Theorem 4. Therefore, this theorem can be directly generalized by a similar proof. Let Note that and . We can also find lower bounds on . We consider for in the middle of the interval with , that is where was defined in (14). When we consider only the term in of lowest degree, we know that the case is the worst case (cf. Lemma 10). Moreover, this term of lowest degree is the dominating one in . Therefore, it is reasonable to consider these values of when we look for nonproper . We now give a lemma that is useful for studying when codes are proper for a given . For the use of this lemma, it is useful to observe that the conclusion of Theorem 10 can be improved: if (40) or (41) hold, then is increasing on . The proof carries over immediately.
Using Lemma 17 and computations, we have determined for . These values are given in Table VI  together with the lower and upper bounds on in Theorems 13 and 12. We have also included the bounds for . We see that the upper bound is very loose, but equals the implicit lower bound for all . We conjecture that this may be the case for all . Table VI shows that the explicit  lower bound is also loose (but substantially better than the upper bound) and the ratio is increasing slowly with . For , the ratio is 1.375, for it is 1.485, and for it is 1.555. Theorem 14 in the following shows that the ratio is always less than 2. The lower bound has the advantage that it is explicit and that it shows that grows is such an ? If the answer is yes (which we believe it is), then this would in particular imply the conjecture referred to earlier.
Further work may concern searching for modifications of the construction that will extend the range of lengths where the codes are proper or satisfactory. In particular, one line of investigation could be to consider lengths less than by looking at the duals of the best known codes of minimum distance 4.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF THEOREM 14 Let
The expression for that was used to determine the bound is easily obtained by combining Table I . In particular, this implies that . In principle, the two equations and can be used to determine and . However, the equations are complicated, and we will consider an approximation which is easier to handle. We remark at this point that for close to , is not possible. In this appendix we often drop from and write just when the value of should be clear from the context. Similarly, we write for , for , etc. In , the last three terms are increasing on whereas the first term is increasing on and decreasing on . For all , the first two terms are dominating. Therefore, we first consider the sum of these two terms and determine the and such that . We expect to be a good approximation to (and to be a good approximation to ). To prove Theorem 14c), we first give another lemma. The lemma follows from these results and Lemma 22a).
Lemma 24: For , we have and Proof: The result follows directly from Lemmas 22c) and 22b) respectively.
We can now combine these results into a proof of Theorem 15.
Proof: From (70) and Lemmas 22-24, we get
